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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE PEOPLE PRESENT
Farmers' Day Program at Experiment
Station Last Saturday Big Success.
Prof. Scudder, President Kerr and

raise hogs only when you had
forage to finish them
properly and to patronize the
local packing plant. Don't go
into the hog business without alfalfa and field peas in this country
and further, don't feed whole
grain as much of it will not be
digested. This is the advico he
gave on the subject. He also
ami u smaii hocks oi sneep as
a profitable investment for the
farmer.
This has been tried
with success by several local far-
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roadside weeds. The efficiency
of this method, however, would
need to be thoroughly tested under Eastern Oregon conditions
before it was undertaken on an
extensive scale.

SENATOR CHAMBERLAIN
VISITS THIS SECTION
Senior Senator Puts in Busy Day Here
Meeting His Many Old Friends and
Ascertaining Wishes of the People.
Greeted by a Large Gathering of
People in the Evening at Tonawama

2. Where a farmer makes no
effort to destroy weeds and Ins
land becomes a source of infection to neighbors who are fighting
mers.
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and Experiment Station clusively that this Experiment
said the experiment stations value on the dry fanning lands heavily to allow for harrowing, are the Russian thistle, the Can- large number of people. He m a lion with intelligence
as an aid to the farmer. It is Station was of the utmost impnr-- t
Alt,, the speaking a large
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shortly after the grain is sown tumty to destroy weeds and con- - longer, but thanks to this remedy,
Dinner 1 1 :30 to 2
FRIEND OF THE PRODUCER
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fall, where the fall rains serve moisture is not used. With ' am "WW well and strong, For
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early difficulties of the farmers
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
have caused a vigorous germina- the splendid weed killing machine
lp hy all dealers.
of this section and the tremention of weed seed. Harrowing which the Oregon dry farmer,
dous odds to overcome when the
and
after the grain is sown, whether has now brought almost to pre- Warrant Call,
station was first established.
Mr. Hanley also paid a tribute done in the fall or in the spring faction (the klicker or bar weed- Located in the new Levens Building
to the excellent work and perse- - after the grain is well advanced, er i, it is possible to kev-- the sum.
Notice is hereby given
verance ot bupt. Ureithaupt. is ijuite effective in destroying ner fallow ulean of weeds and there is money on hand to pay all
BURNS, OREGON
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Members of Board of Regents give
Interesting and Encouraging Talks

Iron Sulphate Spray and Grazing
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Burns Meat Market
Packing Plant

Mac's Restaurant & Bakery
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BACON HAMS and LARD

Fresh Meats, Poultry

-

OF 7,500
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The Burns Flour Milling Co.

BROKE

i

HIGH GRADE FLOUR

I
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REXALL DRUGGISTS
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Bran and Other Rolled Mill Feeds
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REED BROS. Props.
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The Rexall Drug Store
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WELCOME PHARMACY

The Burns Hospital
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